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Abstract—Security is the paradigm where safety and privacy are the two major foundation
steps. It can be defined as the position of environment which maintains the isolation of
information and resources from unwanted interrupts. The basic purpose of security
mechanisms is to maintain information safe and secure from security threats or internal
hazards. A lot of research work has been performed to increase the level of security. Still a
scope of improvement is observed due to growing nature of technology.
This paper comprises the basic overview about the security principles and there
requirement to integrate them with software solutions. Here, work also identified that
security mechanisms are the essential component of any software development and can’t
be ignore to avoid overhead or implementation effort.
With rapid growth of security measure, attackers also increase their knowledge and
increase their scope to crake the existing algorithms. Thus the study of existing algorithms
and measure generate a requirement to increase the strength of security algorithm to avoid
risk of security breaching. Hybrid cryptographic algorithm may be the replacement of
existing technique to increase the level of security measures and tolerance against the
attackers attempt to compromise the information.
This paper comprises the basic details about the security algorithms and also gives
a model of hybrid algorithms to overcome the problem of week security system.
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INTRODUCTION
Cryptography is the technique to convert a human readable text into non readable format.
It helps to prevent information and communication from unwanted access or leakage.
I.

Software construction is the routing process of technical world and several desktop and
web applications are emerged in recent years that use internet or intranet as backbone to
establish connection among nodes. These applications may be single node, server-client
based or peer-to-peer applications which can perform transaction either in private
environment or public network. People feel that only public environment is vulnerable for
security threats and obtain security measures during public communication but, private
security threats are more risky and complex to prevent. Public or outsider attacks can be
prevent or avoid using firewall kind of mechanism but internal security threat can’t be
identified through such systems. Internal attack applies through trusted node from private
environment where all nodes are identified and can be consider as trusted authority. Thus this
paper gives detail about to maintain security during communication despite it is in public or
private.The study of traditional system and existing environment conclude that a huge scope
of improvement is expected in the field of confidentiality and authentication.
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To understand and develop a hybrid and secure security model work consider few security
algorithms which are listed below:
1. RSA Algorithm Asymmetric Key Cryptography
2. Diffie Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm for authentication
3. RC4 Symmetric Key Cryptography
4. SHA-1 to achieve Integrity on information
The complete security architecture based upon the concept of security principles. Researchers
have defined six basic security principles for development purpose. All this are listed below
[1] [2] .
1. Confidentiality
2. Authentication
3. Integrity
4. Access Control
5. Non Repudiation
6. Availability
1. Confidentiality
It ensure about the isolated communication across the network. It claim then none of
information is leakage or can be accessed through attackers.
2. Authentication
This principle implements the concept of proof of identity to ensure that whether the
user is valid or not.
3. Integrity
It give promise to maintain the originality of content during transmission.
4. Access Control
It implements the concept of “who can access what”.
5. Non Repudiation
It helps to avoid misunderstanding and improve to reduce denial of claim situation.
6. Availability
It ensures to reduce deadlock situation and a lot the resource as per requirement.
RELATED WORK
Goshwe, N [1] et al. explore that resource sharing on data communication network is the
primary requirement. Due to vulnerable nature of public network, security becomes the major
concern. This paper presents an architecture using RSA Algorithm to increase the security
against the individual message block level. Proposed Model allows sender to encrypt the
message using private key and stored into database with secure manner.
II.

Jamgekar, R. [2] et al., address that Security algorithm RSA can be used to establish
confidentiality during file transmission level also. There are many situations, where plain text
file transmission can become vulnerable for information leakage. A modified RSA algorithm
has been used to encrypt the file text with highest security level. RSA is a asymmetric key
based algorithm, which follows key pair of primary key and public key to perform security
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operations. Once someone tries to decode the content, attacker will not be able to extract the
content due to unavailability of security algorithm.
P. Srinivasarao[3] explore that use of security algorithms and cryptography in daily
routine is increasing extremely; nowadays the computers machines are quicker and in future
its speed will increase with rapid rate. Brute force attacks are used to crack the cryptographic
algorithms. This paper displays the comparison between PSR algorithm and RSA Algorithm
which are used in the encryption of plaintext into cipher text that are generally used in
cryptography.
Mahajan, P. [4] address that confidentiality is the primary issue in network security.
Subsequently, authentication is also becoming the major requirement for user based
software’s. This paper comprises the techniques like AES, DES and RSA algorithms and
compared their performance of encrypt techniques based on the analysis of its stimulated
time at the time of encryption and decryption. Experiments results are given to analyses the
effectiveness of each algorithm.
Singh, S.[5] et. al. state that DES and RSA are the two major algorithms to maintain
confidentiality and authentication. Besides both algorithms are very strong to maintain
security, still have certain loop holes. This paper gives an idea to integrate both algorithms to
give very strong security mechanism.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
The key problem with presented cryptographic scenario is, can’t get authentication and
confidentiality in sole step. In public key infrastructure encryption and decryption process
implemented with different key. Here, a key pair is used which consist private key and public
key of each individual user. Private Key is the non sharable and public key is distributed
through key distribution algorithms. As per the Asymmetric Key Cryptography if we encrypt
the message with private key, anyone can decrypt the message by using its public key. This
scheme implement authentication but cannot maintain the confidentiality. This principle
implements the concept of proof of identity to ensure that whether the user is valid or not.
III.

Furthermore, if we encrypt the message by public key, only intended recipient can decrypt
the message. It helps to maintain the confidentiality but cannot authorize sender. To
overcome the above problem we use to perform public key encryption after private key. So,
only intended receiver would be able to decrypt the message and also authentic the sender by
decrypting the received cipher message with public key. Subsequently, there is a procedure to
maintain authentication and confidentiality by implementation digital envelop for
communication.
Subsequently, a digital envelop is used to call a better level of security. It provide the safety
of envelop into digital manner. It gives a pleasure to communicate data but encapsulated into
envelop format. Thus another party can’t view or access the sensitive information. It uses two
layer of security through symmetric key cryptography and public key encryption. Public key
encryption is used to send a secret key to a receiving party over a network. This technique
does not require plain text communication.
Either of the following methods may be used to create a digital envelope:


Secret key encryption algorithms like Rijndael or Twofish, for message encryption.



Public key encryption algorithm like RSA with secret key encryption by receiver’s
public key.

The study of all relevant existing system and present solution conclude that none of solution
is available which gives all major principle of security like confidentiality, authentication and
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integrity. There is need to develop a solution which should give integrity and authentication
with privacy presentation into strategic manner.
So, proposed solution should provide a strong environment to achieve security with all basic
principles. Hybrid scheme can help to achieve this along with primary knowledge of existing
solution. Figure 1 shows insecure communication and attack.

Fig.1. Insecure Communication
PROPOSED SOLUTION
The complete work proposed that an efficient technique is required to keep information safe
and secure. It should avoid unwanted user interaction. Symmetric key cryptographic
algorithms are best for instance communication because they do not required key
transmission and can use same key for encryption and decryption purpose. Subsequently, it is
also the major drawback of this existing algorithm, because attacker can get benefit of such
steps and may compromise the information. Furthermore, asymmetric key cryptographic
algorithm can be used to overcome this situation. It uses key pair where different key is used
to perform encryption and decryption operation. The dark part of this trick is in case of
leakage of private key whole system can be compromised. Other wards, it can’t provide
confidentiality and authentication into single shot. Interiority is also missing in both parts. To
overcome this problems proposed solution consider four algorithms which not only belong to
four different category but also the best mechanism in there department.
Following security algorithms are used to achieve safe and secure communication.
IV.

Algorithm

Description

RSA Algorithm

Asymmetric
Cryptography

Diffie Hellmen Key
Exchange Algorithm

Symmetric Key distribution
algorithm

RC4

Symmetric
Key
Cryptography Algorithm
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Integrity Solution

However, a question arise how this algorithms will interact with each other and what will be
the procedure for the execution of proposed model.
Following steps will be performed to establish secure communication and send text message
from one node to another node.
1. Receiver will generates public key and private key named with [KU b,KRb] and
assume P and Q to generate N for Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange Algorithm.
2. Receiver will initiate Server Socket point by sending request to sender and broadcast
the set of its public key N.
3. Afterwards, receiver stores the public key of sender at receiver end and generates
shared key for RC4 and SHA-1.
4. Now, receiver will close the connection
5. Sender will invoke RSA procedure to start encryption process.
6. Sender forwards this cipher text to SHA-1 function to calculate integrity checksum.
7. Sender combines this digest with cipher text and encrypts the value with RC4 to
maintain privacy against digest.
8. Sender will transfer data and close the connection
9. Receiver will decrypt incoming message with RC4 algorithm,
10. Receiver will calculate digest for received cipher text to check the integrity.
11. In case of successful checking it decrypts the cipher text with received key.
The complete phenomena create a safe and secure environment to establish secure
communication. Furthermore, multithreading in proposed application would help send text
and file in simultaneously.
This research work proposes an efficient technique to encrypt and decrypt plain text to keep
information safe and secure from unwanted user interaction. It combines symmetric and
asymmetric key cryptography algorithm to increase the strength of encryption process.
Furthermore, encryption with private key in RSA will help to achieve authentication about
sender. Subsequently, SHA-1 algorithm has been used to maintain integrity of content. A
basic architecture of proposed system is shown in figure 2 & 3.

Fig.2. Encryption Process
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Fig.3. Decryption Process
Another wards, it also uses socket programming to establish communication between
Server/Sender and Client/Receiver computers.The complete phenomena provide a very safe
communication shown in figure 4:

Figure 4: Secure Communication
RESULT AND OBSERVATIONS
The research work carried out the analysis an integration of various security algorithms to
maintain authentication, confidentiality and integrity. It will provide a safe and secure layer
between sender and receiver to maintain privacy and originality during transmission. Java
Technology will used to implement server-client based application using proposed solution.
Following parameters will used to evaluate the performance of proposed solution.
1. Message Size
V.

2. Time
8byte, 16 byte, 32 byte, 64 byte, 128, 256 byte plain text samples will be used to estimate
enhanced message size and consumed time.
CONCLUSION
The complete work concludes that proposed solution will give an alternative security model
than SSL and digital envelop to maintain security in intranet. SSL require HTTPs protocol,
where proposed solution does not require any kind of protocol involvement in applications.
Furthermore, the basic application of proposed solution is integration of security policy with
local network based applications. It may helpful in such applications where privacy,
authentication and integrity, all are primary demands.
VI.
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